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Self-Assembly

Bis-Alkylureido Imidazole Artificial Water Channels
Dan-Dan Su, Sébastien Ulrich, and Mihail Barboiu*

Abstract: Nature creates aquaporins to effectively trans-
port water, rejecting all ions including protons. Aqua-
porins (AQPs) has brought inspiration for the develop-
ment of Artificial Water Channels (AWCs). Imidazole-
quartet (I-quartet) was the first AWC that enabled to
self-assemble a tubular backbone for rapid water and
proton permeation with total ion rejection. Here, we
report the discovery of bis-alkylureido imidazole com-
pounds, which outperform the I-quartets by exhibiting
�3 times higher net and single channel permeabilities
(107 H2O/s/channel) and a �2–3 times lower proton
conductance. The higher water conductance regime is
associated to the high partition of more hydrophobic
bis-alkylureido channels in the membrane and to their
pore sizes, experiencing larger fluctuations, leading to
an increase in the number of water molecules in the
channel, with decreasing H-bonding connectivity. This
new class of AWCs will open new pathways toward
scalable membranes with enhanced water transport
performances.

Proteins channels are a class of biomolecules that span the
cell membrane, enabling small polar solutes including water
and ions to be transported through the hydrophobic
membrane bilayer. Selective water or proton transport
through proteins is essential for generating and using ion
gradients in cells. Several proteins have been well-known to
translocate water or proton,[1,2] for instance aquaporins
AQPs[3,4] M2 channel[2] and Gramicidin.[5] Water and protons
are translocated along H-bonded water wires. AQPs have
two water-wires which antiparallel orientation lead to
proton rejection.[3] Differently, the gramicidin A with an
uniform water orientation generates dipolar water-wire for
proton translocation.[5]

These discoveries have motivated researchers to design
potential artificial channels to mimic natural proteins for
scalable environmental applications, given that the barriers
brought from the preparation of large-scale proteins-integrated
membrane are hard to surmount.[6,7] During the last decade,
researchers have paid much attention in developing synthetic
artificial water channels-AWCs including carbon nanotube
porins,[8] foldamers,[9,10] pillararenes,[11] I-quartets,[12] hydroxy
channels,[13] or organic cages.[14] Understanding and controlling
the water transport mechanisms at the atom-level scale is
extremely important. It relates to control specific water bind-
ing, self-assembly and biomimetic translocation toward the
development of selective membranes for water desalination.
In our group, we have previously synthesized imidazole-

quartet (I-quartet, HCX, Figure 1a) from histamine H and the
corresponding alkyl-isocyanates CX and that form efficient
AWCs in bilayer and polymeric membranes.[15] Four imida-
zoles and two water molecules are H-bonded via imidazole-
imidazole CH� N and imidazole-water N� � H� O and
NH� O� H H-bonds to form an Å-scale channel, that efficiently
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Figure 1. a) Chemical structures of mono-/bis-alkylureido imidazole
HCX/DCX compounds (right) and the schematic representation of
their assumed I-quartet/DCX channels within lipid bilayer (left); b)
Water net permeability of HCX and DCX compounds at different mCLR
(molar Compound to Lipid Ratio) in 100 mM KCl PBS buffer solution
by exposing to hypertonic 300 mM KCl PBS buffer solution at pH 6.4;
Normalized light scattering of c) DC6 and d) DC8.
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transport water and protons with a strong water-wire dipolar
conservation.[12] We serendipitously discovered that the addi-
tion to a small excess of alkyl-isocyanate to the reaction
mixture led to the formation of doubly substituted Imidazole-
N-CONH & -NHCONH bis-alkyureido imidazole compounds.
The reaction of imidazole[16a] or triazoles[16b] and isocyanates is
known to occur in anhydrous solvents, being sensitive to
atmospheric moisture. In this context, we decided to optimize
the synthesis of bis-alkylureido imidazoles DCX prepared
from histamine and double alkyl chains, and found that they
form very efficient channels displaying enhanced water trans-
port with lower proton translocation compared to the previous
mono-substituted alkylureido-imidazoles HCX. Two equiva-
lents of butyl-, hexyl-, and octyl- isocyanates were added to a
suspension of one equivalent of histamine in acetonitrile/ethyl
acetate, to obtain the corresponding bis-alkylureido-imidazoles
DC4, DC6 and DC8 (Figure 1a). 1H and 13C NMR spectra in
CDCl3 and high-resolution mass spectra (ESI-MS+) confirm
the chemical structure of DC4, DC6 and DC8 (Figures S1–
S12).The DCX, were tested, compared and mixed with I-
quartets for water, ion and proton transport.
We first investigated the water permeability of DCX

channels and/or I-quartets by using standard stopped-flow
technique.[12b] Monodisperse unilamellar vesicles (average
diameter�100 nm) were prepared using phosphatidylcholine
lipid hydrated with 10 mM PBS buffer of 100 mM KCl
osmolyte (pH=6.4) (Figure 1a). The net permeabilities were
determined after subtracting the controlled activity for mem-
branes lacking channels. Each channel was tested at molar
Compounds to Lipid Ratios (mCLRs) of HCX or DCX
varying from 0.045 to 0.182. As shown in Figure 1b–d, DCX
channels present an increased net water permeability, up to
20 μm/s for DC6 and 25 μm/s for DC8 at mCLR 0.182,
compared to that of I-quartets ranging from 5 to 10 μm/s at the
same dose (Table S1). We further estimated the single-channel
permeability, Ps based on the following assumptions: i)
spontaneous quantitative insertion of the HCX or DCX
compounds into the lipid bilayer, supported by the observation
of clear solutions at all concentrations used while turbidity is
observed in absence of vesicles, and ii) the number of
molecules needed to form a channel that spans the 5 nm
bilayer is defined by the number of molecules that matches
this distance in the crystal structure (in this case: 6 stacks/48
molecules).[12] Accordingly, the single channel permeability
values are 6.5×107 water/s/channel for DC6 and 7.5×107

water/s/channel for DC8 compared with 1.7×107 water/s/
channel for DC6 and 2.0×107 water/s/channel for DC8, which
are on the same order of magnitude that of human aquaporin
AQP0 (8.4×107 water/s/channel) and two orders of magnitude
lower than AQP4 (8.0×109 water/s/channel)[1b]) (Table S2).
Indeed, the hydrophobic DC6-DC8 compounds are better
partitioned in the membrane than HC6-HC8 compounds,
leading to higher water permeation when mixed with lipids.
The tendency for increasing the net and single channel
permeabilities at high concentration (most evident for DC8 vs
HC8, DC6 vs HC6) can be explained not only by their higher
partition in the membrane, but also by correlating, water
molecular hydrogen bonding and its bond connectivity inside
the pores. A low permeation regime accounting for rare

translocation events through HC6-HC8 narrow channels has
been previously identified as permutations between water
molecules in an almost perfect single-file conformation.[17] The
higher permeation regimes associated to larger pore sizes of
DC6-DC8 are accompanied by the local breaking of the water
single-file clusters with decreasing H-bond connectivity. This
unique H-bonding behavior is related to an important
morphology change of more permeable DCX channels
presenting different self-assembly behaviors within the mem-
brane. The lower associate strength of amide H-bond in DCX
(DC6-DC8) compared the strong imidazole H-bond in I-
quartet (HC6-HC8) leads to an increase in the number of less
H-bonded water molecules in the channel, and therefore
results in a three-fold increase of the single channel perme-
ability.
We have then co-assembled an equimolar mixture of the

DCX/HCX compounds. The net water permeability of the
mixture present an average activity of the former components.
Most probably, homomeric non-mixed HC6&DC6 and
HC8&DC8 channels maintaining their own initial water
permeability, led to median net permeabilities of �15 and
16.4 μm/s respectively corresponding to equal amount of
individual channels separately operating within the bilayer
membrane (Figure S13).
The HPTS (8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid trisodi-

um salt) fluorescence assay was used to quantitatively estimate
the proton/ion transport ability of DCX channels (Figure 2a).
A suspension of large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) were

formed using egg yolk L-α-phosphatidyl-choline (EYPC) in
10 mM phosphate buffer solution with internal 100 mM KCl
(pH 6.4) and external 100 mM MCl or 100 mM KX buffer
(M+ =Na+, Li+, Cs+, Rb+, X� =Br� , I� , NO3

� , SO4
2� ).The use

of external Cl� anions showed transport activity. Variation of
cations and anions in the extravesicular solution exhibited no
considerable difference in ion transport rates, indicating that
DC4, DC6 and DC8 do not transport most of the cations and
anions (Figure S14). These activity profiles indicate the
involvement of intravesicular Cl� anions in the H+ symport,
generating in the absence of valinomycin a variable efflux of
protons (Figure 2 a, b). The H+ efflux activity is amplified in
the presence of valinomycin (Val) K+ transporter via a
supplementary electrogenic membrane polarization Val-K+

transport, indicating that dominant H+/Cl� symport is supple-
mented by a H+/K+ antiport. The dose-response studies
showed that the DC6 is the most active one (EC50=13.9 μM
and 11.7 μM in the absence and presence of valinomycin
respectively), when compared with DC8 (EC50=19.4 μM) and
almost no activity for DC4. The Hill numbers are from 1 to 2,
indicative of a low degree of cooperativity for the H+

transport. Unlike the DCX compounds, the dose response
studies showed that the HCX compounds are not transporting
H+ in the absence of valinomycin indicating that dominant H+

/Cl� symport is suppressed, most probably due to low binding
of Cl� by HCX, but showed a weak activity via Val-K+

electrogenic membrane polarization and H+/K+ antiport (Fig-
ure S15 and S16). To complete these experiments, we tested
mixtures of the DCX/HCX compounds, leading to median H+

activities in the absence and in the presence of Val correspond-
ing to equal amount of individual channels, as observed for
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water transport permeabilities through the bilayer membrane
(Figure S17).
The proton transport activity of DC/HC compounds were

evaluated by using patch-clamp technique using DOPC (1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, Avanti Polar lipids,
25 mg/mL in CHCl3) in symmetrical solutions (trans=cis=
0.1 M HCl). As shown in Figure 2c, DC8, DC6 and HC6
exhibited long square channel signals, proving proton through
the channels under electric stimuli. The slopes of the I-V plots
showed that DC8 has the lower proton conductance than DC6
and HC6 (Figures 2e–g, Figures S18–S20). The proton trans-
port conductances DC8 (12 pS)<DC6 (22 pS)<HC6 (33 pS)
are following the opposite to the water transport perform-
ances. Unexpectedly, the co-assembly of HC6&DC6 com-
pounds led to low H+ conductive hybrid channels�6 pS
(Figure S21).
Assuming that all the compounds are inserted into the lipid

bilayers, the H+ flowing rates per nmol channel were
determined by using the equation: Q=It, which the Q is the
electric charge (C), I is the current flow (A) and t is the time
interval (s), 1 C=1.6×1019 charges.[18] It is assumed that DC8
has the value of �2.4×105 H+/s per nmol channel, and the
higher flowing rates are calculated as �8.0×105 H+/s per nmol
channel, �12.3×105 H+/s per nmol channel for DC6 and HC6
respectively, indicating that DC8 has the lowest proton trans-
port activity. The obvious rectangular traces show that indeed
protons can permeate through the HC6&DC6 channel mecha-

nism (Figure 2d), showing a strong recessive behavior with a
H+ flowing rate of �2.1×105 H+/s per nmol channel which is
significantly lower as observed for the former components.
We further investigated the selectivity of the H+ over Cl�

transport of the DC channels, performing the planar lipid
bilayer experiments in unsymmetrical solutions (trans cham-
ber=0.1 M HCl, cis chamber=0.25 M HCl). The I-V curves
and Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz analysis revealed a favorable H+/
Cl� selectivity for DC8 (PH+/PCl-=1.8) and DC6 (PH+/PCl-=
1.7) (Figure S22, S23), which are consistent with the HPTS
fluorescence results revealing a rate-limiting barrier for the
transport of Cl� anions.
In conclusion, we discovered by serendipity a novel class of

outstanding artificial water channels—DCX channels—which
are based on bis-alkylureido imidazole compounds. These
DCX compounds have increased lipophilicity and partition
within membrane, and display increased water transport
activities (three-fold better than the parent I-quartet) and
lower H+ translocation across lipid bilayer.
During H+ translocation, the dipolar orientation of the

water must be preserved and strongly favored by continuous
H-bonding of water wires within channels. The structural
heterogeneity within DCX channels induces an increase of the
water mobility and most probably flickering discontinuous
water wires that conduct protons less effectively than continu-
ous dipolar water wires of I-quartet via Grotthuss
translocation.[12a] Segmental heterogeneity due to the supple-

Figure 2. Normalized fluorescence intensity change as a function of time of DC channels a) in the absence or b) in the presence of valinomycin,
internal composition: 100 mM KCl PBS buffer solution at pH 6.4; external composition: 100 mM KCl PBS buffer solution at pH 7.4; c)
Representative single channel current traces for DC8, DC6 and HC6 recorded in symmetrical baths (cis chamber= trans chamber=0.1 M HCl); d)
The single channel current traces of cotransport HC6&DC6 at varied voltages recorded in symmetrical baths (cis chamber= trans chamber=0.1 M
HCl); I-V plots of e) DC8, f) DC6, g) HC6.
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mentary alkylureido arms within DC6 and DC8 compounds,
induce weak H-bonding among water molecules and most
probably lead to the breakage of dipole conservation affecting
the proton tunneling along channels. This was differently,
observed with I-quartets where the dipolar orientation of
continuous water wires is preserved and determined the steady
proton translocation.[15a] Our work highlights novel design
strategies for the development of novel, more performant
water transporting channels with less proton-conductive behav-
iors. We showed that close positioning of a supplementary
alkylurea arms proximal to imidazole water binding sites
resulted in channels that are highly selective for water, and
conduct selectively protons with a H+/Cl� selectivity. Our
studies shed light on important information on potential
mechanisms of biological proton/water translocation and shall
inspire novel designs for engineering artificial water channels
membranes.
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